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Scope of Audit

Audit Observations
and Conclusions

Executive Summary

Department of Correctional Services
Purchasing and Inventory Practices

The Department of Correctional Services (Department) housed more than
60,000 inmates at its 69 facilities as of September 30, 1995. It purchased
goods and services from State-contracted and commercial vendors at a cost
of more than $157 million during the 1994-95 State fiscal year.  Department
Central Office officials are responsible for supervising, managing and
controlling State correctional facilities.  Thus, these officials and the
management at each Department facility are responsible for ensuring that
facility purchases are necessary and bona fide and that inventories are
adequately controlled.  To meet these objectives, management must establish
a comprehensive system of internal controls over purchasing and inventory
operations, and ensure compliance with Office of the State Comptroller (OSC)
and Office of General Services (OGS) guidelines and relevant Department
Directives.

We  addressed the following question about Department purchasing and
inventory practices for the period April 1, 1992 through September 30, 1995:

! Has Department management established effective internal controls
over facilities’ purchasing and inventory functions?

Department management has not established effective internal controls over
facilities’ purchasing and inventory functions or ensured that  facility
managers have implemented and complied with the guidance provided to
establish and maintain necessary controls.  We found that inadequate controls
resulted in uneconomical purchases, potentially wasteful inventory practices,
and increased potential for fraud, waste and abuse.

Specific to purchasing and inventory practices, effective internal controls can
ensure that purchases are made according to OSC and OGS guidelines and
that inventories are appropriately maintained.  Control environment, risk
assessment, control activities, information and communication and monitoring
are the five interrelated components of internal controls.  We found that the
Department’s control environment, or management’s attitude about the
importance of controls, needs significant improvement.  In one instance, an
Auburn Industries purchasing manager claims that a Department official
encouraged him to split order purchases.  The intent of splitting a purchase
order among vendors, or into different orders from the same vendor, is to
bypass  State purchasing guidelines that require competitive bidding for
purchases over a certain amount.  Split ordering can result in favoritism
toward certain vendors and overpayment for purchases.  We also found that
Department managers do not do risk assessments to identify purchasing
control weaknesses at facilities, to follow up on the communication,
implementation and compliance with up-to-date purchasing guidelines to



Comments of
Department
Officials

facility managers and the use of its automated purchasing system (the
Financial Management System - KFMS), and to monitor purchasing and
inventory practices.  (See pp. 3-7)

OSC maintains computerized records of all State agency purchases.  We
analyzed this purchasing data to identify patterns that could suggest split
ordering, failure to comply with purchasing requirements or abnormally high
expenditures in one or more category of goods.  Our analysis indicated that
numerous Department facilities and industries exhibited the potential for one
or more of these problems.  We selected Bedford Hills, Queensboro, and
Auburn Facilities and Auburn Industries for on-site visits because the potential
for problems appeared highest at these operations.  At Auburn Industries, for
example, we found nine instances in 1994 in which purchases of furniture
components were split among four suppliers.  Managers split the orders to
avoid the competitive bidding process and scrutiny by Central Office and
OSC.  Splitting these orders resulted in paying costs ranging from $2.14 to
$9.74 for the same part, and an overpayment of almost $7,500 for these
goods.  (See pp. 7-8)

We also found instances of noncompliance with purchasing guidelines at each
of the four operations we visited.  For example, we found that managers did
not solicit or document required price quotes or document the need for
emergency purchases.  Further, we found that purchasing duties were not
adequately separated at the sites we visited, since several employees had
access to more than one purchasing function on the KFMS, increasing the
potential for improper transactions.  Subsequently, we found that this problem
existed at more than 50 operations.  (See pp. 8-9)

Proper inventory controls safeguard supplies against waste and theft, prevent
the purchase of unneeded supplies, avoid expensive emergency purchases and
minimize inefficiencies related to shortages.  Our reviews of inventory
controls at Queensboro and Bedford Hills facilities revealed control weak-
nesses at both sites: Queensboro had no system to adequately control food
and supplies; Bedford Hills had established a perpetual inventory system, but
the manager did not investigate shortages timely.  One such instance was a
shortage in clothing items in 1994-95, valued at more than $14,300.  (See pp.
9-12)

Department officials agree with the need to monitor the effectiveness of
facilities’ purchasing controls and to ensure all Department operations avoid
split ordering, follow purchasing requirements and control inventories.
However, they disagree with the audit conclusions concerning Department
officials’ attitude towards internal controls, the assessment of risk, and the
communication of purchasing rules and regulations.
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Background

Audit Scope,
Objectives and
Methodology

Introduction

As of September 30, 1995, the Department of Correctional Services
(Department)   housed more than 60,000 inmates at its 69 facilities.  The
Department purchases goods and services from State-contracted and
commercial vendors, and expended more than $157 million for such
purchases during the 1994-95 fiscal year.  

Department officials in the Central Office are responsible for supervising,
managing and controlling State correctional facilities.  Accordingly, these
officials, in conjunction, with management at each facility, are responsible for
ensuring that facility purchases are necessary and bona fide and that
inventories are adequately controlled.  To achieve these objectives, Depart-
ment managers must establish a comprehensive system of internal control over
facility purchasing and inventory operations.  The Office of the State
Comptroller (OSC) and the Office of General Services (OGS) have estab-
lished guidelines for all State agencies that set forth general purchasing
controls (including requirements regarding documentation, discretionary
purchases and the solicitation of bids and quotes) and effective inventory
management practices.  Facility superintendents and other facility managers
are required to ensure compliance with these guidelines, and with relevant
Department Directives.

We audited selected Department purchasing and inventory practices for the
period April 1, 1992 through September 30, 1995.  The objectives of our
performance audit were to determine whether Department management has
established effective internal controls over facilities’ purchasing and inventory
functions.  To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed applicable laws, rules,
regulations, policies and procedures.  We interviewed Department and facility
managers and tested selected transactions at four Department operations:
Auburn Correctional Facility (Auburn), Auburn Correctional Industries
(Auburn Industries), Bedford Hills Correctional Facility (Bedford Hills), and
Queensboro Correctional Facility (Queensboro).

We conducted our audit according to generally accepted government auditing
standards.  Such standards require that we plan and do our audit to ade-
quately assess those operations of the Department which are in our scope.
Further, these standards require that we understand the Department's internal
controls structure and compliance with those laws, rules, and regulations that
are relevant to the Department's operations which are included in our scope.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting transactions
recorded in the accounting and operating records and applying such other
auditing procedures as we consider necessary in the circumstances.  An audit
also includes assessing the estimates, judgments and decisions made by
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Response of
Department
Officials

management.  We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
findings, conclusions and recommendations.

We used a risk-based approach when selecting activities to be audited.  This
focuses our audit efforts on those operations that we have identified through
a preliminary survey as having the greatest probability for needing improve-
ment.  Consequently, by design, finite audit resources are used to identify
where and how improvements can be made.  Thus, we devote little effort to
reviewing operations that may be relatively efficient or effective.  As a result,
our audit reports are prepared on an "exception basis."  This report, therefore,
highlights those areas needing improvement and does not address activities
that may be functioning properly.

Draft copies of this report were provided to Department officials for their
review and comment.  Their comments have been considered in preparing this
report and are included in Appendix B.

Within 90 days of the final release of this report, as required by Section 170
of the Executive Law, the Commissioner of the Department of Correctional
Services shall report  to the Governor, the State Comptroller, and leaders of
the Legislature and the fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to
implement the recommendations contained herein, and where recommenda-
tions were not implemented, the reasons therefor.
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Department-wide
Implementation of
Internal Controls

Selected Purchasing and Inventory Practices

Department managers are responsible for establishing controls over purchas-
ing to ensure that facility purchases are necessary, bona fide and according to
relevant purchasing guidelines, for establishing adequate controls over
inventories of purchased goods and for monitoring the implementation of
controls to ensure their effectiveness.  However, we found that the Depart-
ment has not established effective controls over facility purchasing operations
and inventory maintenance or provided facility managers with the guidance
necessary to establish such controls. Department managers do not place the
proper emphasis on controlling facility purchases or monitor facility
performance to ensure that OSC and OGS guidelines are followed.  We found
that  inadequate controls resulted in instances of uneconomical purchases,
potentially wasteful inventory practices, and an increased potential for fraud,
waste and abuse.

Internal control is a means to an end.  Management and employees must
together support and carry out the means - the internal control processes - to
have reasonable assurance of achieving the end - the organization's objectives.
Specific to the purchasing process, internal controls also protect an organiza-
tion's employees because the controls will provide evidence of why certain
transactions occurred.  Effective internal control has five interrelated
components:

! control environment;
! risk assessment;
! control activities;
! information and communication; and
! monitoring.

The control environment is defined by management's attitude about the
importance of the internal control system in achieving Department objectives.
Through risk assessment, managers identify and analyze the risks that can
jeopardize the achievement of objectives and how best to manage these risks.
To contain the risks, management develops control activities, or policies and
procedures, for employees to follow.  Management must ensure that
employees know how to carry out these policies and procedures, and should
solicit feedback from employees about the effectiveness of controls.  To
continue to ensure this effectiveness over time, managers should routinely
monitor the control system's performance.
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We evaluated the Department's internal control structure as it pertains to
purchasing and found that substantial improvements were needed.  Through
interviews with Department management we determined that, because some
of these managers do not always have a positive attitude about the need for
internal controls over purchasing, the Department’s control environment needs
improvement.   Department managers are not actively involved in ensuring
that purchasing is adequately controlled, and have assigned full authority and
responsibility for the purchasing function to facility superintendents.   We also
found that a Correctional Industries manager encouraged a facility to
circumvent  established control procedures.  The individual with overall
purchasing responsibility at Auburn Industries told us that a top Correctional
Industries official instructed him to split purchases at the $2,500 level to avoid
scrutiny by OSC.  The Central Office official later denied giving this
instruction, but stated he may have told Auburn Industries, on rare occasions,
to expedite purchases to meet production deadlines.  According to the official,
this may have led to the split ordering of certain purchases.      
 
Department managers have not done a formal risk assessment which
addresses purchasing at the facilities.  The Department requires its facilities
to periodically undergo a national accreditation process.  The process is
designed  to provide assurance that each facility meets nationally accepted
standards for program, security and financial management.  Although the
Central Office requires pre-audits before each facility is accredited, the  pre-
audits do not involve sufficient testing to identify purchasing risks.  The
accreditation process itself, as it pertains to purchasing, is limited to
determining if written policies and procedures exist for the requisition and
purchase of supplies and equipment.  During accreditation, internal controls
over purchasing are not evaluated and there is no testing of purchasing
transactions to determine compliance with existing policies and procedures.
However,  Department managers told us that they totally rely on the
accreditation process to identify any weaknesses.  In our view, this does not
constitute an adequate assessment of risk.  

Department managers have not ensured that OGS and OSC purchasing rules
and regulations have been implemented and complied with at all facilities.
We were informed by Department managers that the Division of Support
Operations (Support Operations) updates procurement requirements to
facilities on a regular basis.  However, we determined that there was no
follow-up to ensure that the facilities actually received and used the updated
procurement requirements.  When we visited the facilities, we found instances
in which outdated purchasing requirements were in use.  For example, the
individual responsible for purchasing at Auburn Industries is using 1986 OGS
guidelines when making purchases.  We also found that three of the nine
facilities we visited during our audit survey did not have all the updates issued
by Support Operations.
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Department managers have placed little emphasis on monitoring the facilities’
internal control systems for purchases.  As stated previously, the Department's
purchasing function is completely decentralized and Department  management
does little to ensure that facilities are following the required purchasing
guidelines and that their expenditures are necessary and bona fide.  The
Department could use its automated purchasing system, called the Financial
Management System (KFMS), to monitor each facility’s purchasing activities.
KFMS contains information about each facility’s purchases, including dollar
amounts, date of purchases, vendors’ names and whether or not purchases are
made through State contracts.  Monitoring through KFMS would enable
Department managers to compare the costs of similar commodities purchased
by various facilities to determine if some operations are paying higher prices
than others.  KFMS would also allow Department managers to identify split
orders.  We met with Department officials during the audit to discuss the
potential benefits of using the KFMS as a monitoring tool, and they agreed
to investigate ways to use this system more effectively.  Subsequently,
Department officials stated that the KFMS system will be updated to allow for
improved monitoring.

We also found that the Department does not monitor facilities to ensure that
they adequately maintain their inventories of certain purchased goods.  Facility
personnel at Bedford Hills and Queensboro have not established adequate
inventory control systems, as recommended by OSC guidelines, to manage
stores  of food, clothing and equipment, among other items.  As a result,
facilities may experience shortages, purchase unnecessary goods, or be unable
to account for goods on hand.

In the subsequent section of this report, we detail the numerous deficiencies
we found in our review of four purchasing operations at three facilities.   We
believe that the identified weaknesses are directly related to the Department’s
internal control deficiencies.  To correct the deficiencies we found and to
prevent further problems, Department managers must take a more active role
in overseeing facility purchases.  
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Recommendation

1. Strengthen internal controls by ensuring that Department managers:

! take an active role in establishing, evaluating and monitoring facility
purchasing controls;

(Department officials responded that they do have a positive attitude
about the need for internal controls over purchasing and have taken
measures to increase its oversight of purchasing controls.)

! assess and identify risk, determine what corrective action is needed
and when it will be implemented; 

(Department officials responded that both the Department and the
Division of Industries have not performed “formal” risk
assessments.  However, officials stated that both Department and
Division staff conduct routine facility fiscal audits.  In addition,
Division officials indicated that inherent risk is controlled through
adequate separation of duties, internal control review, periodic
inventories, annual physical inventories, centralized cost accounting,
inventory management, and independent audits conducted by a CPA
firm.)

Auditors’  Comment - While these actions are good control
procedures they do not constitute a formal risk assessment of the
Department’s purchasing function.  A risk assessment is the
identification and analysis of relevant risks to determine how these
risks should be managed.

! communicate control information so that facility managers and staff
correctly understand, interpret and implement purchasing control
requirements; and

(Department officials responded that they will update their facilities
on purchasing rules and regulations on a regular basis.  Further, the
Department’s Directive on purchasing is being changed to reference
the applicable laws and guidelines and copies of the Draft
Procurement Guidelines are being sent to Stewards and Industrial
Superintendents.)

! monitor the effectiveness of facilities’ purchasing controls on an
ongoing basis.
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Facility Audits

Avoiding Split
Orders

OSC maintains computerized records of all State agency purchases.  In
determining which individual Department operations to audit, we analyzed
OSC purchasing data to identify patterns that could suggest split ordering,
failure to comply with purchasing requirements or abnormally high expendi-
tures in one or more category of goods.  We selected the Bedford Hills,
Queensboro and Auburn facilities and Auburn Industries for on-site visits
because these operations exhibited the highest potential for problems based
on the data analysis.  Our review of the these operations confirmed that many
purchasing problems existed, the most significant of which were at Auburn
Industries.  It should be kept in mind that, while our facility review was
limited, we believe that the kinds of problems we identified may be
widespread.  Our analysis of OSC data showed that numerous Department
facilities and industries exhibited the potential for one or more of these
problems.  During our site visits, we also found weaknesses in inventory
controls over supplies and equipment at both Bedford Hills and Queensboro.

Split ordering occurs when a single purchase is split among two or more
vendors, or among two or more purchase orders to the same vendor.  Split
ordering  allows purchasers to favor certain vendors by bypassing State
purchasing guidelines which require purchases for more than a certain amount
(in this case $5,000) be advertised and competitively bid.  We identified more
than 20 instances of split ordering involving more than 50 purchase orders at
the Auburn and Auburn Industries operations.  Examples include the
following.

Auburn Industries purchased furniture components from four different
vendors during 1994.  We determined that the orders were split to keep each
purchase order below $2,500.   Auburn Industries managers thought that, by
keeping the orders below $2,500, they would avoid putting them out to bid,
and avoid scrutiny by the Central Office Purchasing Supervisor and OSC. 
Our  review of these purchases showed that Auburn Industries paid from
$2.14 to $9.74 for the same furniture component from different vendors.  In
total, there were nine instances of split orders resulting in overpayments of
almost $7,500.  

In another instance, Auburn Industries ordered the same kind of plywood
from four different local vendors on the same day to keep each purchase less
than $2,500.  Each vendor charged different prices, ranging from $19.87 to
$25.98 per sheet.  By splitting these orders, Auburn Industries spent $950
more than if they had placed the entire order with the lowest price vendor.
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Following
Purchasing
Requirements

Auburn spent $8,000 in one week for washer repairs, but split the cost among
four purchase orders.  The individual who made the purchases admitted the
orders were split to avoid advertising in the Contract Reporter as required by
OSC guidelines.  Department officials responded by stating that the repairs to
the washing machine were made in an emergency situation.  However, they
acknowledge that the purchases were split ordered in the interest of
expediency.  The Facility should have documented the reason for the
emergency and then processed the purchase order in accordance with
established laws and the Office of General Services purchasing guidelines.
For future emergency purchases officials should comply with the State
Finance Law, Article 11, Section 163-10b and the State Comptroller’s
Procurement and Disbursement Guidelines, Bulletin G-107.

We discussed the split ordering with Auburn Industries management.  The
Auburn Industries purchasing manager stated that he had been directed not
to spend more than $5,000 in a single purchase order by a top Correctional
Industries official in the Central Office.  The Auburn Industries superintendent
stated that he was aware of the split ordering but had taken no action to stop
it.  When we told the Central Office official about the allegations made by the
Auburn Industries manager, he advised us that he had made no such
statement.  However, the Central Office official did state that, on infrequent
occasions, they may have directed Auburn Industries to expedite the purchase
of raw materials to meet production deadlines which may have resulted in
Auburn Industries split ordering certain purchases.  The Department
responded by indicating that the Division of Industries does not condone split
purchases to avoid scrutiny by OSC.  Instead, these situation occur when
failure to obtain raw materials could cause costly production slowdowns.
Most of the instances of split ordering identified in the report were not caused
by raw material shortages.  In many cases the material were shipped from the
one vendor and invoiced through two vendors.

OSC and OGS guidelines set forth the purchasing requirements that all State
agencies must adhere to.  The purchasing requirements include those listed
below.

! Price quotes should be solicited from vendors when required, and
properly documented.

! There should be adequate documentation to support emergency
purchases.

! Purchases should be made with the required supervisory approval.
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Controlling
Inventories

! Vouchers should be reviewed and authorized for payment.

! Purchase request and purchase orders should be approved as
required.

! Goods and services should be ordered and received with management
approval.

At each of the four operations we visited, we identified instances in which the
above purchasing requirements were not observed.  By not following
prescribed policies and requirements, there is no assurance that purchases
were made at the best price.  Further, bypassing required controls permits
vendor favoritism and creates an environment where there is an increased
potential for fraud and abuse.

We also found that employees at the four operations were not following
Department requirements for using KFMS.  These requirements specify that
the three basic purchasing functions (ordering, receiving and vouchering)
should be separated, and that no one employee should be able to access more
than one function on the system.  However, we found that duties were not
adequately separated, since several employees had the ability to access all
three functions.  By having access to all three functions, it would be possible
for an employee to create fictitious transactions where payments would be
made for goods or services that were not received.  Following our site visits,
we found that the problem of inadequate separation of duties existed at more
than 50 operations.  We learned this by reviewing Central Office computer
records which identify the persons who have access to specific KFMS
functions at each Department operation.  Department officials responded that
they are updating the KFMS system to improve access controls.

OSC guidelines and a Department Directive address internal controls over
inventories.  The guidelines collectively hold managers responsible for
maintaining an adequate system of internal controls over inventories and
ensuring compliance with these controls.  Proper controls help safeguard the
inventories against waste and theft, prevent the purchase of unneeded
supplies, avoid expensive emergency purchases and minimize inefficiencies
related to shortages.

We reviewed controls over inventories at two facilities: Queensboro and
Bedford Hills.  We identified weaknesses in the inventory controls at both
facilities.
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Queensboro

We found that Queensboro management has not established adequate controls
over inventories of food and supplies.  We were advised that Queensboro is
now in the process of setting up a computerized perpetual inventory system.
We found the weaknesses listed below in Queensboro’s existing inventory
controls:

! The storehouse clerk, who is responsible for receiving and issuing
both food and supplies, also does periodic physical inventory counts
of these items.

! The physical inventory counts have little, if any, value because there
are no perpetual inventory records to compare the counts against to
identify discrepancies.

! The storehouse clerk does maintain manual inventory records for
computers,  equipment  and furniture.  However, these records are
missing pertinent data (item descriptions, serial numbers, locations,
and tag numbers) and are not current.

The lack of a perpetual inventory, along with reorder points for supply items,
results in Queensboro making emergency purchases.  The storeroom clerk
stated that he requests an item purchase when that item is noticeably low or
out of stock.   For example, we found that Queensboro made three emergency
rush orders for printer paper during the 1994-95 fiscal year due to out-of-
stock situations.  Queensboro also placed emergency orders for 23 telephones
in one month.  However, the individual who placed the orders could not
explain why Queensboro needed these phones.

The lack of perpetual inventory records and proper physical inventories also
places Queensboro’s supplies and food items at risk for theft, waste and
abuse.  We tested 12 items for a one week period and another 12 items for
a two-month period.  In the first test, eight of 12 items had discrepancies,
either overages or shortages; in the second test, five of 12 items had
discrepancies.  The largest shortages were seven cases of turkey sausage
during the one week test and 12 cases of turkey breast during the two-month
test.

We also found that Queensboro’s controls are inadequate to safeguard its
inventories of computer equipment.  We tried to find 11 computer items that
did not have locations recorded on their inventory cards.  We could not locate
two keyboards, a disk drive, and a computer monitor assigned to the
storeroom.   Although the storeroom clerk signed for this equipment upon its
delivery, he stated that he never had this equipment and does not know where
the equipment is now.  We also found 20 computer items that did not have
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the Department equipment tags affixed to them.  Department officials
responded that Facility staff have established an action plan to insure that the
deficiencies we identified are corrected.

Bedford Hills

Bedford Hills has a computerized perpetual inventory system for supplies.
However, we found that Facility management has not always investigated the
causes of supply shortages and discrepancies.  In addition, we found that
management has not reviewed and approved all discrepancy reports timely.

For example, the physical counts for many clothing items were much lower
than the quantities listed in the perpetual inventory records for the 1994-95
fiscal year.  These shortages included 469 pairs of socks, 84 pairs of shoes,
95 pairs of sneakers, 157 long-sleeve blouses, 261 bathrobes, 305 pairs of
pajamas, 256 pairs of slippers, and 317 undergarments.  The total cost of the
missing clothing for 1994-95 was more than $14,300.  In addition, the cost
of missing clothes for the first quarter of 1995-96 totaled almost $1,600.

Department officials responded that the discrepancies that we identified had
been investigated and corrected.  They further stated that documentation to
support this, was not forwarded to the auditors because facility management
had not completed the reports and forwarded them to the steward.

Bedford Hills managers are taking steps to address these problems.  They
have split the clothing inventory into two smaller inventories to determine
where the discrepancies are occurring and they have reassigned inventory
responsibilities.

We also found that Bedford Hills managers have not done a physical
inventory of equipment in more than three years.  In addition, Bedford Hills
has no system to track equipment movement within the Facility.  As a result,
the Facility’s equipment is not properly safeguarded.  We were unable to find
one television and two VCR’s valued at almost $600.  In addition, we found
another television and VCR that did not have equipment tags and were not on
the current inventory list.

The Bedford Hills steward stated that the Facility’s Internal Control
Committee is doing a physical inventory of all equipment items at the Facility.
The Steward stated that this process will include tagging any untagged items
and placing them on the inventory listing.
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Recommendations

2. Ensure that all Department operations:

! avoid split ordering practices;
! comply with relevant purchasing guidelines; and
! establish perpetual inventory systems and reorder points, conduct

periodic physical inventories and investigate and resolve inventory
discrepancies timely.

(Department officials responded that they KFMS system will be
more fully utilized to monitor possible split purchases.  Further,
officials stated that they have implemented a standardized inventory
system for food, clothing, commissary, office and housekeeping
supplies.  They also indicated that all facilities have been instructed
to maintain a complete system of inventory controls over
equipment.)

3. Investigate and resolve the instances of split ordering,
noncompliance with purchasing guidelines and inventory
discrepancies at the operations we visited during this audit and
recover overpayments made, where feasible.
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